
 
 

Academy FAQs 
 
 

Burlish Park Primary School has just been judged ‘Inadequate’ by Ofsted. We 
will now become a sponsored academy. What does this mean? 
 
Under section 4 of the Academies Act 2010, the Secretary of State for Education 
must make an academy order in respect of a maintained school if it has been judged 
to be ‘Inadequate’ by Ofsted i.e. it is a school requiring significant improvement or 
special measures. 
The Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) will take the lead in identifying the most 
suitable sponsor and brokering the new relationship between that sponsor and the 
school. 
 
 
What is an academy? 
 
An academy is essentially a school which is funded by the government. It is 
independent of the local authority. We will receive our funding direct from central 
government via a Multi Academy Trust Central Team. 
 
 
I have heard the acronym MAT. What does this mean? 
 
MAT is short for Multi Academy Trust and is where one Academy Trust is 
responsible for running two or more other academies. The MAT may include primary 
and secondary schools. 
 
 

Will the school get more money as an academy? 
 

As an Academy we will receive the same amount of  funding that we receive at the 
moment, except we'll also get the money the Local Authority currently keep centrally. 
The entire school budget would go directly to the lead MAT from central Government 
allowing the MAT to choose where we buy services from and to make sure they are 
high quality and good value for money. 
 
 

How much will it cost the school to convert into an Academy? 
 

A grant is available from the Department for Education which must be spent on the 
process of converting. This is intended to cover legal fees, transferring staff and new 
signage (if necessary).  

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

What will be the responsibilities of the Governing Body of the Academy? 
 

 To ensure the quality of education provision 

 To challenge and monitor the performance of the Academy 

 To manage the Academy 

 To operate with the constraints of charitable and company law. 

 
 

How will my child's education be affected by the school becoming and 
Academy? 
 

Children will experience no difference in their day to day learning.  The school will 
maintain its focus on raising standards and achievement.  

 
 

My child has Special Educational Needs. How will I know s/he will get the 
same support if you are an Academy? 
 

All Academies have to follow the same statutory framework as Local Authority 
Schools. We would not give them any less support than they get now. 
 
  

 
 
 

Currently, the Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) is working to find a 
suitable sponsor for Burlish Park Primary School. No decision has been made 

on which MAT we will join. We will keep you informed and let you know as 
soon as this decision has been made. We will then be able to inform you of the 

next stages of conversion. 


